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We use the methods of [3] to construct a finitely presented group which 
contains the group, constructed by C. F. Miller [2], with unsolvable 
conjugacy problem. The finitely presented group is shown to have a derived 
subgroup of finite index, which inherits the unsolvable conjugacy problem of 
C. F. Miller’s group. 
The result of R. J. Thompson [3, Lemma 171, on simplicity of derived 
subgroups, then shows that we have a finitely presented simple group with 
unsolvable conjugacy problem. 
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the first three sections of 
[31. 
Let W be the set of words on the letters {a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b,, c). We shall 
always have n = 2r + 1. 
Let L be a subgroup of G,,, and let 8, ,..., 8, be automorphisms of L. 
Given any word, ~(a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b,) in W, which does not contain 6, or 
c, by 8, we shall mean the automorphism of L obtained by substituting 1, 8, 
and 0;’ for a,, a, and bi (2 < i < r), respectively, in u. So 0, = u( 1,8, ,..., O,., 
e; I,..., e; I). In particular, eal = eaibi = 1, eai = et, 8,. = e,p and 8, I* = 8,. 
For 1 E L, we define a map I* by the rules ’ 
(ub, w) I* = ub, w 
(UCY) I* = taw,n 
where u is any word not containing b, or c, for all w  E W and for all y E W 
such that y(ZB,) is defined. 
Since 18, E G,,, , (vw)(lO,) = y(EB,)w whenever the right-hand side is 
defined. Thus, for all z such that zZ* is defined, (zw) 1* = zl*w and I* is a 
W-space homomorphism. 
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If (z&x) I* = (vez) I*, where d, e E {b,, c} and neither u nor u contains b, 
or c, then udx’ = uez’, for some x’ and z’. Since u and v do not contain b, 
or c we must have u = v, d = e and x’ = E’. So either x = z, or x(lB,) = z(l8,) 
and x = z since 10, E G,,, . Thus I* is a bijection. 
Any z E W is of the form u or udx, for some u not containing b, or c and 
d E {b,, c}. Choose y such that xy(Zt9,) is defined and then zb, or zy lies in 
the domain of 1”. If we choose v such that xv(Z8;‘) is defined, then zb, or zv 
lies in the range ofZ*. 
Thus 1” is an inescapable isomorphism. Let rE %V”,, be the unique 
maximal extension of l* and let z = {TI I E L }. 
LEMMA 1. z is a group isomorphic to L. 
Proof: We want to show that, for all 1, k E L, Ik= lk and if i= 1 then 
I= 1. 
For all words ub, w, where u does not contain b, or c, (ub, w) I*k* = 
ub, w = ub, w(lk) *. For all y such that y(Z13,) and y(lO,)(kO,) are defined, 
(UCY) l*k* = uc(y(lB,)(kB,)) = uc(y(lkO,)) = ucy(lk)*. Thus l*k* and (Zk)* 
are equal on an inescapable subspace and hence are both extensions of a 
common inescapable isomorphism. The same is thus true of lk and E so, by 
uniqueness of maximal extensions, we must have Ik= fis. 
If i= 1 then (cy)i= c(yl) = cy, for all y such that yl is defined. Thus 1 = 1, 
as required. 
LEMMA 2. Every fE 1 has an z-symbol of the form 
a, a2 -.. a, b, b, -*a b, cu, a-. cu, 
, where uil=vi, 1 <i<s. 
a, 6, b, e-s b, cv, -.a cv, 
ProoJ: Let t be the element with the above symbol. The set 
(a,x,aixi,b,w,biyi,c~~wI~E W, 
2 < i < r, 1 < j < s, xl*, xi(EBi)*, yi(lB;‘)* defined} 
is an inescapable subspace. Straightforward checking shows that r and I are 
equal on this subspace. For example, if x = ucy 
(alx)r = a,(d) = a, uc(y(lf3,)) = a, uc(.W,J> = (qx) I* = @,xX 
since e,,, = 8,. By uniqueness of maximal extensions, r = i and i has 
required symbol. 
aibi 
1 ‘1 
0, 1 
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ialso has the symbol 
a, a2 --a a, b, b, a.. b, c 
a, a, a.. a, b, b, .a. b, c 
but this is not an z-symbol if 2 & 1. 
We now define elements of .Y,,r corresponding to the automorphisms 
6 8,. * ,a.., 
Let A: be the map defined by the rules 
(a,iw)AF = biajw, (aibiw)A: = b,a, w 
(a,a,w)Ai* = aqw, (aicw)Ai* = cw 
(aia,w)A,+=biaiw, (b,w)A:=b,b,w 
(a,b, w)A,* = bib, w, (cw)AF = bicw 
(aibjw)AF = bjw, (vdw)Ai* = v((dw)Ai*), 
for all w E W, n a word in U, and b, only, dE (a, ,..., aipl, aiU, ,..., sib,, UiC, 
ai+ I,-., a,, b, 3-e) b,, c}, 2 < i # j < r and 2 < q < r. For all words v, in a, 
and b, only, UC lies in both the domain and range of A:, so it is easy to see 
that AT is an inescapable isomorphism. 
Let A i E ,Si,, be the unique maximal extension of AT. 
LEMMA 3. Ai has the symbol consisting of the columns 
where j = 2 ,..., i - 1, i + l,..., I and 2 < q < r. 
ProoJ: From the definition of A:, if d E {a, ,..., a,-,,uial ,..., sic, 
ai+ I ,-.., a,., bz,..., b,, c), then (dw) Ai is defined for all w E W and (dw) Ai = 
d’(wl), for the appropriate d’. Thus the colmumns 
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If 2) is a word in b, and a, only then (~a,a,)A,= vbiui, and Ai is not 
defined on v or vu,. So, for any w  E W, if WA, is defined then w  = vdy, for 
some d as above (we may have v = 1). Thus (a, w)Ai and (b, w) Ai are 
defined with (a, w)Ai = a, v(dy) Ai = u,(wAJ and (b, w) Ai = b,(wAi). Thus 
Ai contains the columns 
as claimed. 
LEMMA 4. Forul11EL,A;‘~i=18i,where2<i<r. 
ProoJ We produce an inescapable subspace on which t = A; ‘&Ii(ldi)-’ 
acts trivially and this gives the result. We can expand the above symbol for T 
to the symbol 
a, a, *a. ai_, 
i- 
UiQl uiuz *** ui”i- uib, 
i ie, a** Is,_, - 18, 1e,e, *a* leie, 1 
a, u* -9. ai-1 uia1 uiu* a.. ui”r uib, 
uib, ..+ uibr u,c u,+~ -a. b, c 
IBie;’ . . . @p ie, iei+, . . . 16; I . 
u,b, ..- uibr u,c ai+, ... b, c 
We obtain a similar symbol for 1-‘8, by expanding the column 
in the symbol for m in Lemma 2. Then from the symbol for Ai in 
Lemma 3 and [3, Lemma 51 we see that r has the symbol 
a, u* *** a, b, ..a b,-, b,u, -a. bib,. bit bit, ..e 6, c 
?l*..l l... 1 1 ... 1 1 1 
a, cl2 ... a, b, ... b,_, b,u, ... bib, bit b,+, ... b, c 
Thus for all w  E W, (~i W)S = U~W, (bjw)S = bjw, (CW)Z = CW and (U, y)t = 
a,( ys), whenever y7 is defined, 2 Q i < r, 1 < j < r. 
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Then (ayew)r = a;ew, for all q, for all w  E W and for e = ai, bj or c. Thus 
r acts trivially on an inescapable subspace and so T = 1. 
Let H be the subgroup of .Vn’,,i generated by the set {I; Ai 1 1 E L, 2 < i < r}. 
LEMMA 5. The group H is the semidirect product z . (A, ,..., A,.) given by 
the relations A ; ’ iA, = 18, . 
Proof: Lemma 4 shows that the relations A;’ iAi = IO, hold in H. Thus 
we wish to show that z n (A*,..., A,) = 1. 
From [3, Lemma 51 and the symbols for i and Ai, we see that iand B E 
(A 2 ,..., A,.) contain the columns 
respectively. Thus, by [3, Lemma 41, we have 1 = B if i= B, as required. 
We wish to apply Theorem 1 of [3], which gives defining relations for 
z= (G,.,, H). So we need the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. Every B =A:’ . -+ A i’,’ has a symbol of the form 
i 
a, b, u, -.. u, 
B B 1 ... 1 
a, 6, v, .a. v, 
Proof Lemma 3 gives the result for B = Ai and, since the inverse of a 
symbol for r is a symbol for r-‘, for B = A; ‘. 
If we have the above symbol for B, expand the symbol for Ai in Lemma 3 
to 
i 
a, b, z, ... z, 
Ai Ai 1 ... 1 , 
a, b, Y, ..a Y, i 
where {a,, bl,zl ,..., zl} is an expansion of {a,, b,,v, ,..., us}. We can expand 
the above symbol for B to 
t 
a, b, x, .a. x, 
B B 1 ... 1 . 
aI b, z, .a. zI i 
Then the combination of this symbol and the symbol above for Ai is a 
symbol for BA,, by [3, Lemma 51. 
We can produce a symbol for BA,’ in exactly the same way. 
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LEMMA I. Every element h of H has an H-symbol of the form 
a, b, u1 ..a u, x, ..* xt 
h B h, .a. h, 1 ... 1 
a, b, w, .a* w, y, +a. y, 
where each yi contains c, and hj = 6 or 1. 
Proof: We have already seen that every element of H is of the form Bc 
for some rE z and B E (A*,..., A,.). 
From Lemma 6, B has a symbol of the form 
a, b, u, .a. u, v, ... v, 
B B 1 ... 1 1 .a. 1 , 
a, b, w, ..e w, z, ... z, i 
where each zi contains c and no wj contains c. Expand the symbol for Tin 
Lemma 2 to a symbol of the form 
a, b, w, ... w, q1 ..e qr 
f 1 h, . . . h, 1 a.. 1 , 
a, b, w, *se w, y, ... y, i 
where {q, ,..., qr} is an expansion of {z,,..., z,.}. Since each qi contains c so 
does each yi, from the symbol for i and hj = hpj, for some qj E (0, ,..., 13,), or 
hj = 1. We then expand the above symbol for B to the symbol 
a, b, u, ..a u, x, ... xI 
B B 1 . . . 1 1 ..a 1 
a, b, w, ... w, q1 .a. q1 
and the result follows from [3, Lemma 51. 
LEMMA 8. The group Z is H-expansible. 
Proof All the elements of G,,, and H have H-symbols. Thus, to see that 
Z is H-expansible, we only need to show condition (ii). We do this by 
induction on the length of t E R as a word in the generators G,, , , 1 E 1 and 
1-4 2 ,..., A,}, ofR. 
Every word of length 1 has a symbol. 
Suppose that every word of length less than or equal to m has an H- 
symbol which is the combination of H-symbols for each of the generators 
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which make up the word. Let r = r, . . . r,, where rj E G,,, U 1 U 
{A ; I,..., A:‘}. Let rl,..., r, have H-symbols r1 ,..., r,,,, respectively, where r 
is a combination of rl ,..., r,. We want to show that ts has a symbol which 
is the combination of symbols for r1 ,..., r, and E, for any E E G,, , U 1 U 
{A;‘,..., A:‘}. 
If ri contains the column 
ui-l 
t i 
gi 
ui 
we have, since ri is a symbol for ri E z, {A:‘,..., A:’ } or G,,, , that gi E z, 
{A ; I,..., A:‘} or G,., . Thus g, g, ..a g, is a word of length at most m in the 
generators of A? and there are H-symbols 
i 
vj-l 1 “. vjpl,r 
kj,; ... kj,, , 
VjJ .*a Vj,f 1 
for each gj, whose combination is a symbol for k = g, 
induction hypothesis. Then r contains the column 
g m,  by the 
and so we can expand r to the symbol A, containing the columns 
i 
UOVO,l *** uo VO,f 
h, *** h, ) 
Ul?fVrn,I *** %fvl?f,t 1 
where hj = k,,, . . . k,,,. We can expand Ti to the symbol Ai, containing the 
columns 
t 
ui-lvipl,l “’ ui- 1 vi- I,f 
ki,l *** ki,t > 
uivi,, .** UiVi,f 1 
and A is a combination of A 1 ,..., A,,,. By repeating this process sufficiently 
often, we can produce an expansion of r, which is a combination of 
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expansions of rl ,..., r,,,, such that all the words in the top and bottom rows 
have length greater than any given finite bound. Thus we can choose an H- 
symbol, 
for z, which is a combination of symbols Ti, for the generators in t and such 
that { y, ,..., y,} is an expansion of any given finite basis, {z, ,..., zl}. (Just 
choose r so that each y, is longer than any zj.) 
Given E E G,,, , let 
be a symbol for E and suppose that { y1 ,..., y,) is an expansion of {zl ,..., zl}. 
Then we expand Z to 
and, by 13, Lemma 51, AZ’ is an H-symbol for ZE which is the combination 
. . . XI Xffl *** XS 
h, ... h, h,,, .a. h, , 
Yl *** Yt Y,t, *** YS 1 
1 < i < t, and each yj contains c, for where no yi contains c, for 
of symbols rl ,..., I’,,, and Z’ for r, ,..., r, and E. 
If E = [ write r in the form 
We can expand the symbol for 6 in Lemma 2, to an H-symbol 
t+l<j<s. 
y1 ..* y, 24, .*a uq 1 
where each zj contains c. Expand r, as described above, by the columns 
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to get an H-symbol 
x, ..a x, v, **a v, 
..a h, g, ... g, , 
y1 ... y, w, *a* w, 
which is a combination of expansions, Ai, of Ti and which is such that 
{WI **- wm} is an expansion of {z i ,..., z,}. Then expand Z to 
y, *a* y, w, ... w, 
k, . . . k, 1 . . . 1 . 
Yl a.’ y1 P1 *** P,m i 
The H-symbol AC’ for te is a combination of H-symbols A, ,..., A,, 2’ for 
r, ,..., r, and E. 
If E =A:‘, write r in the form 
x1 ... x, XI+1 .** X, 
h, .a. h, h,,, -a. h, 
Yl .** Y, Y1+1 *** Y, 
where yi contains only a, and b,, for 1 < i < t, and yj contains some letter 
other than LI, and b,, for t + 1 < j < s. We can expand the symbol for A: i 
to a symbol 
Proceeding as for E = ( we produce symbols A and Z’, for r and A’ ‘, such 
that AZ’ is a symbol for rAf i of the required form. 
Thus, by induction, every element of Z has an H-symbol of the required 
form and so 2+ is H-expansible. 
From [3, Theorem 1 ] we have that the relations x, in [3], for 2 definex. 
We produce a set of relations, D’, such that the relations x’ = A U B U 
CUD’ define A? and if H is finitely generated then D’ is finite. We use 
these relations to show that if H is finitely presented, then so is2 
Throughout the rest of the paper 6, ai, ait,, 1 < i Q r, and 6, will denote 
the elements with symbols, respectively, 
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i 
a, a, ..- a, b, --- b, ca, ca2 a.- ca, cb, ..a cb, cc 
1 1 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 1 1 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 1 ) 
ca, a, -.a a, b, .-a b, a, ca, ma, ca, cb, *em cb, cc 
al a2 -a- b, ca,a, -.- ca,a,-, ca,ai 
1 lee.1 1 *** 1 1 
calat a2 -.. b, calal .a- ca,aipl a, 
calaitl a-- ca, b, ca,c ca, ..a cb, cc 
1 . . . 1 1 1 -*a 1 1 
ca,aitl ... Cal b, ca,c ca, .a. cb, cc 
al a2 -a- b, ca,a, a.. ca,b,-, ca,bi 
1 l..-1 1 -** 1 1 
ca,bi a2 .-- b, calal .a- ca,bi-, a, 
ca,b,+, .a* Cal b, ca,c ca, -*a cb, cc 
1 . . . 1 1 1 *a* 1 1 
calbit ..a Cal b, ca,c ca, s-e cb, cc 
and 
a,a, +.a ala, a,b, ... a,b, a,c a, *.. b, c 
1 . . . 1 1 *** 1 I 1 
alal ... a,a, a,b, ... a,br a, c a, -es b, c 
The element ~3,.,~ will always be the element defined by the symbol with 
columns 
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where 1 < p < r, 2 < q < r and j= 2 ,..., i - 1, i + l,..., r. Also, if B = 
A?’ . . . Ai’,” then 6, will always denote the element S$r .-a 6::) where 
C:‘= Ai , and a set {q2,..., qS} 
basis {A,, w  
is said to be of type s if there exists a cofinite 
2,..., wS} such that vi has symbol 
t 
a, w, .** Wipl w* WitI *** w s 
1 1 *a* 1 1 1 **a 1 ) 
wi w* ... Wipl a, wi+, a.. w, i 
Recall from [3] that, for h E H, cr,, is the element of Z with symbol 
al a2 ... b, c 
h 1 *.* 1 1 . 
al a2 ... b, c i 
Also, the set {u,, 1 h E H) = H* is a group isomorphic to H, u,,ok = uhk for h, 
k E H and H* and G,,, generate SF. 
Let E be a set of generators for 1 and their inverses. Let c be the element 
with symbol 
Ul a2 ... 6, cal aI ... cala, ca, b, 
1 1 *.. 1 1 ... 1 1 
ca,b, a, ... b, cala, .a. cala, a, 
ca,b, ... Cal b, ca,c ca, ... cb, cc 
1 . . . 1 1 1 .** 1 1 
ca,b, ... Cal b, ca,c ca, +.. cb, cc 
and let D’ be the set of relations 
~,=Wo,~,o* -4Uh,~r+lUl~r+2Uh 2 r+Z 
a** 82ruh*,d*r a** 6,66, 
U Di = 66, ~Di~~Di@, J&y 
for h = fE E, hi = lOi, h,+i = p,DiE{Ai,A;‘}and2<i<r.ThenD’is 
a subset of the defining relations D. Let x’ = A U B U CUD’. 
The following four lemmas are used to show that x’ is a set of defining 
relations for Z. 
LEMMA 9. For any gE 1 the relation 
Ok = 6 U!A,U, ... 4 UQ%+ 1 Ul 8rtZUk * r+2 
a** 82ruk2,82r a** 6,66, 
is a consequence of x’, where k = g, ki = gBi and ki+, = ge;‘, 2 < i Q r. 
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Proof: By induction on the length of g as a word in the elements ofE. 
If 2 has length 1 then the relation under consideration belongs to D’. 
Suppose that we have the above relation for g E z and consider gl = gi 
for some rE E. The relations 
are consequences of x’. The element 66,6 fixes a,, ca, aj and ca, bj, for 
1 < j < r. So the relations &I,&, = 6,&J, 6 and CM,&, = o,, 66,6 are conse- 
quences of x’ for all h E H and 1 ( q < 2r. The relation 6,6, = 6,! is a conse- 
quence of x’ and, hence, so is the relation 
The elements 6, ,..., 6,, belong to a set of type 6r + 1 and so, by [3, 
Lemma 111, the relation 
is a consequence of x’. Since kh = gC= 8, k,h, = gOi . hBi = (gh) 8i and 
kr+ihr+i = (gh) B;‘, 2 < i < r, this is the required relation for gl. 
LEMMA 10. For any B E (AZ,..., A,) the relation oB = 66, og @, SS, is a 
consequence of x’. 
Proof: By induction on B as a word in A: ‘, 2 < i < r. 
If B has length 1 then the relation under consideration belongs tax’. 
For BD,, where Di = Ai or A,: ’ for some 2 < i < r, we have that the 
relations a,, = (5, uD. = 66,u,rs,66,66,u,.ru,66,, are consequences of x’. 
The element SS, 6 fixes a,, ca 1 a 1 and ca 1 b, ‘so the relations &I,&, = 6,66,6, 
Sk& 6uDi = uDi66, 6 and S&St; = &%I, 6 are consequences of x’. The elements 
6, and C belong to a set of type 6r + 1 and so, by [ 3, Lemma 111, the 
relation uBD. = , 66, u,,~QJ~,~@, SSBDi is a consequence of x’, as required. 
LEMMA 11. If uh, h E 1, has H-symbol 
and {h ,..., r,} is any set of type s then the relation oh = aoh, r2 (Th, . ** 
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qsOhsrts ..a vz /I is a consequence of x’, where a and j3 have symbols, respec- 
tively, 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on the number, m, of columns of the 
form 
in r. By [3, Lemma 121 we can, and will, assume the columns of r to be in 
any order that suits us. 
By [3, Lemma 91 every symbol for uh is an expansion of the symbol 
aI a2 -a. b, c 
h 1 ..- 1 1 , 
aI a2 . . . b, c i 
For m = 1, 
and the relation under consideration is uh = ach p. In this case a-’ =/I is a 
consequence of x’ and a fixes a,, so the relation is a consequence of x’, as 
required. 
We now suppose that for any set {V 2,..., vs} of type s the relation oh = 
“u~,V20h, “’ Vsuh,Vs .a. v2 p’ is a consequence of x’. 
Since every symbol for t= h is an expansion of the unique shortest 
symbol, hi E z, 1 < i < s. Also, since the columns of r may be in any order 
we like, for the inductive step we may assume that 
t 
w u,az ... u,b, f41cy, a*’ u,cy, u* a*’ 
l-= g g, **a g2r 1 . . . 1 
w v,a2 ... v,b, V,CZl ..* v,cz, v, ... v, 
where h,=g=f,gi=fl;’ andgi+r=fl,T’, 2<i<r. 
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From Lemma 9 and the inductive hypothesis we have that the relation 
uh = a’66,a,6,ag2 ... ~~~~~~~~~~ ... 6,iMfv2ah .-. v,uh,v, ..a v2p’ is a conse- 2 
quence of x’. 
Suppose that the symbols for the vi have top and bottom rows 
{a,, x2 ,..., xs} and let {v2,..., vq } be a set of type q=s+t+2r- 1, whose 
symbols have top and bottom rows {a,, w2,..., ws}. Let ,U and n be the 
elements with symbols, respectively, 
al x2a, ..a x2 br x2cz1 *a* x2 czt x3 *a* x, 
1 1 a** 1 1 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 
a, w2 .a. W2r+ 1 W2r+2 *** wq-s+2 wq--s+3 ‘*- W, 
and 
a, cala .a- ca, b, ca,cy, S-a ca,cy, calal p4-sf3 .-. Pi 
1 1 ..* 1 1 . . . 1 1 1 . . . 
a, w2 *** W2r w2*+1 **- wq-s+l wq-s+2 Wq-st3 ... P4 
Then the relations 
,11-lVirll=~i+q-s (3<i<S), R-‘djZ=?lj (2<j<2r), 7?Uk=UkX, 
p”k=ukb ?72 *” %7-~+2~-‘~2p’ =b 71-‘8,B~p2p = r2 ..a qps+2 
and a’c-‘dB1 rr = a are consequences of x’, where E has symbol 
i 
a1 Cal Pq+3--s *** PP 
1 1 1 . . . 1 . 
a1 x2 x3 *** x, i 
Hence the relations 
are consequences of x’, as required. 
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LEMMA 12. If oB, BE (A, ,..., A,.), has H-symbol 
and {r2,..., qS ] is any set of @pe s then the relation u, = au,,, q2 oh, . .. 
?ls’h,qs . . . rjz p is a consequence of x’, where a and p are as defined in 
Lemma 11. 
Proof: By induction, as for Lemma 11. 
The case m = 1 follows as for Lemma 11 and so suppose that for any set 
IV * ,-*-, vS } of type s the relation uh = a’uhl v2 u,, . . . v, uh v, -. . v2 ,8’ is a conse- 
quence ofx’. From the shortest symbol for B fe see that we must have hi E 
(A *,..., A,.) and we consider the case 
u1 al u,b, U,Yl *** UlY, u2 *** us 
h, h, 1 -.. 1 h, . . . h, 
4 al u,b, u,z, -0. VIZ, II* *** 2), 
where h, has symbol 
al b, Y, ..- yf 
h, h, 1 a.. 1 
a, b, z1 9.. z, 
(see Lemma 6). 
Suppose that {qz,..., r,r,} is a set of type q = s + t + 1, where vi and vi have 
symbols as in Lemma 11. Let ,U and rc be the elements with symbols, respec- 
tively, 
a1 xzal xzb, x2z, .-* x,z, x3 *** x, 
1 1 1 1 a** 1 1 .-* 1 
al w2 w3 w, *** Wt+3 wt,4 .-* w, 
and 
t 
al ca,h ca, y, ..a Cal Yf calal Pt+4 -** Pp 
1 1 1 . . . 1 1 1 . . . I , 
al w2 w, .** wt+z W,+3 Wtt4 *** Wq 1 
Then we have the relations ,u-‘V~,U=~,+~+, (3<i<~), II-‘@c=v~, 
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a’&-‘&,z= a, C’@,6uh,~vZ,u =q3 . . . qt+, and ql+, . . . q2pu1v,p~ =p. 
Thus, by inductive hypothesis and Lemma 10 the relations 
I -1 
are consequences of x’, as required. 
LEMMA 13. The relations x’ define 27 
Proof Let -aI ug,us, ... a,ug,uB, = 1 be a relation in A?, where 
ai E Gn,l, gi E L and Bi E (A 2,...,Ar). Since 3 is H-expansible we can find 
H-symbols Zi, ri and di for ai, upi and usi, whose combination is a symbol 
for the identity. The result follows, using Lemmas 11 and 12, exactly as the 
proof of [3, Theorem 11. 
If L c G,,, is finitely presented then so is z and hence H. In this case we 
can choose E to be a finite set, and thus assume that D’ is finite. By 
[3, Lemma 131, if H is finitely generated the relations A U B U C are fmitely 
based. Thus x’ is finitely based and we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For L a finitely presented subgroup of G,,, and (&,..., 0,) 
a finitely generated automorphism group of L, if H is the group generated by 
z andA 2 ,..., A,., as defined above, then R = (G,,, , H) is a finitely presented 
subgroup of Zn’,. , . 
Before considering a specific group H, we prove a result about conjugacy 
in&F. 
LEMMA 14. Two elements uh, uk E H*, h, k E 1, are conjugate in H* if 
and only if they are conjugate in R’. 
ProoJ H* CR so the only if part of the result is trivial. 
Suppose that for some T E R r- ‘ah r = uk. There exist H-symbols ri, A 
and r,, for r-l, oh and 5, whose combination is an H-symbol for uk. By 
[3, Lemma 91, A is an expansion of 
al a2 a-. b, c 
h 1 . . . 1 1 
al a2 -.a b, c 
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Consideration of the symbol for h = r in Lemma 2 shows that A must 
contain a column of the form 
for some i. Thus rr and r2 contain columns 
respectively. Since 
belongs to r, by [3, Lemma 41 we must have g’ = g-’ and u = U. Thus some 
symbol for u,, contains the column 
But any symbol for uk is an expansion of 
al a2 .a- b, c. 
k 1 . . . 1 1 , 
al a2 . . . 6, c 
and consideration of the shortest symbol for k = f, in Lemma 2, shows that 
ghg-‘= 1 or ghg- ’ = &II, for some p E (19, ,..., 19,). 
If ghg- ’ = 1, then h = 1. So oh = 1 and the result is trivial. 
If ghg-’ = j?p and (D = 0;: 
B=A+’ .a. A,‘,‘. Thus so,,& 
. . - O,‘,l, by Lemma 4 ghg-’ = B-‘kB, where 
= ok, where E = a,, E H* as required. 
By g. J. Thompson’s result [3, Lemma 171 we have that R’ is simple. We 
now show that we can choose L and e2,..., Or so that H is the finitely 
presented group with unsolvable conjugacy problem constructed by C. F. 
Miller [2]. 
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We can choose L s G,,, to be a free group, freely generated by 
16 s z ,..., s,}, where S = (s, ,..., sP 1 X, = . . . =X,-, = 1) is a finitely presented 
torsion free group with unsolvable word problem (see Appendix). Again, n = 
2r+ 1. 
We define automorphisms 19*,..., 8, of L as follows: 
ei: t -+ s;‘tq and ep+j: t --) txj 
sp s,, sq+sq, 
for2<i<p,2<q<pandl<j<r-p. 
Let iand Ai (IE L, 2 < i< r) be elements of Pn,,l, as defined above, with 
A,%&=@. 
LEMMA 15. The group generated by {A, ,..., A,} is a free group of rank 
r- 1. 
ProoJ We call a word, AC ’ . . . A~,‘,l, reduced if the word A,AJ ’ or 
AJ:‘Aj does not appear in it, for 2 Q j < r. We want to show that, if m >, 1, 
any reduced word B = Bi, . . . Bim is non-trivial. 
We prove that cB = dim a.* d,.,c, where dij = aij, if Bij = A i, ‘, and dij = bij, 
if B i.=Ai.. Let d=d, .a* di,. 
This is ‘certainly tru”e for m = 1. 
For dim = ai, and j # i,, CBA, = bj de. 
For dim = aim and for all q, CBA;’ = a4 dc. 
For dim = btm and for all q, CBA, = b, dc. 
For dim = him and j # i, , CBA,: ’ = aj de. 
Thus, by induction, we have the result for all B. 
From Lemma 1, L r z so, from Lemma 5, we see that H is the group 
generated by {f, S; ,..., SP, A, ,..., A,} and defined by the relations 
A ,?i,& = s; ‘isi 
A;‘s,Ai = S 
9 
A;i,iA - iYj pt.i- 
and 
A,-:jS,A,,j= SQ’ 2 < i, 4 < P, l<j<r-p. 
Thus, from [2], H has unsolvable conjugacy problem. 
The groups H and H* are isomorphic and so H* has unsolvable 
conjugacy problem. Thus, from Lemma 14 and Theorem 1, we have: 
LEMMA 16. 2 is a finitely presented group with unsolvable conjugacy 
problem. 
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It is the derived subgroup, R’, which is simple and so we need this group 
to be finitely preseted. 
LEMMA 17. The derived subgroup, Z’, has finite index in A? 
Proof: Since n is odd 1 G,,, :G;,, ( = 2 (see [ 11). Let K, = (R’, G,,,). 
Then IK, :R’ I= 2. 
From Lemma 9 we have arj = 66, arj. .. 6,,urj a,,. ... 6, &Jsj. Then, since 6, 
ai, asiE Gn.1, si u- = rjail- ‘, for some rj E K,. 
Let K, = (K,, oFI,..., &rP). Then IK,:K,I < (2r- 2)p-1. 
Also from Lemma 9 we have a;= 66, u$~us;~u;u~~ ..a Bz,oicx 
ii .*a 6,6,. Thus ui= a$*, for some E E K,. 
r-P 
2r 
Let K, = (K,, Ui). Then IK, :K, I < 2r - 2. 
From Lemma 10 we have ‘~~~=66,u,~ru,~6,66,~. Thus uAi=niuii, for 
somerriEK,,andu,iEK,. 
Then G,,l, a;, ur, and ua. all belong to K, ~2. Thus 2 = (G,,, , H*) c 
K, ~3, giving (a”:R’I < kp+ ‘(r - l)“, which is finite, as required. 
This brings us to the final theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The derived subgroup, SF’, of R is a finitely presented 
simple group with unsolvable conjugacy problem. 
ProoJ From Lemmas 16 and 17, 2’ is finitely presented and, by [3, 
Lemma 171, R’ is simple. Thus we only need show that d2p’ has unsolvable 
conjugacy problem. 
Suppose that Z’ has index m in R. 
C. F. Miller actually shows [2, Lemma 41 that for any word, X, in the si, 
I is conjugate to tX if and only if X= 1 in the group, S above, with 
unsolvable word problem. In view of Lemma 14 and the fact that the map 
T-+ ur is an isomorphism, we have that a; is conjugate to uz in R if and 
only if X= 1 in S. 
The elements us belong to HP” for all words, X, in the si. We show that 
the conjugacy problem for R’ in R is not solvable. Then, since R’ has 
finite index in Z, it will be shown that 3 has unsolvable conjugacy 
problem. 
Suppose that erg is conjugate to up in J? Define a surjective 
homomorphism VI: H* + S by the rules Oiv = u,.y/ = 1 and uFjy/ = sj. By 
Lemma 14, there exists some u,, E H* such that uk’u~u,, = us. Thus, from 
w, we have X” = 1 in S. Since S is torsion free we must have X = 1 in S, if 
u: is conjugate to uy inR. 
If X= 1 in S, then a, is conjugate to 0; in R, so uz is conjugate to a? 
in R if and only if X= 1 in S. Thus &“’ has unsolvable conjugacy problem 
in R. 
If -P’ has solvable conjugacy problem consider E,, s2 E R’. Let 
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It 1 ,***, r,,, } be a set of coset representatives for Z’ in 3. Then E, and c2 are 
conjugate in 3’ if and only if there exists some r ER’ such that 
q+1 E, rri = .s2, for some i, in other words, if and only if E, and risZ t; ’ are 
conjugate in X’, for some i. Thus, if the conjugacy problem for R’ in Z is 
solvable, just check whether E, and ti e2 ri ’ E R’ are conjugate in R’, for 
each i, to decide whether E, and E? are conjugate inR. 
Since the conjugacy problem for R’ in R is unsolvable, 3’ must have 
unsolvable conjugacy problem. 
APPENDIX 
The following theorem was proved by G. Higman but, as it is not included 
in [ 11, we give a proof here. 
THEOREM A. The group G,,, contains free groups of every finite rank. 
Proof We only need to prove the theorem for G,,, , since G,,, E G,,, for 
all n (see [ 1 I). Also, it is well known that a free group of rank 2 contains 
free groups of every finite rank, so we will only need to show that a free 
group of rank 2 lines in G,, i . 
Since we are dealing with G,,, , we will take a and b to generate W. 
Let a, /I E G,, , be the elements with symbols, respectively, 
a b’ b’ab b2a3 b2a2b ba 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
b4a b’a b2a a ba b5 
and 
b ab a2b2 a2ba2 a2bab a’ 
1 1 1 1 
a’ba a3b2 a2b b 
We see that aa’= b’y,, aaj= b’y, b’/?’ =axi, b2pi= au,, b”/?j =axj and 
b2ri;;lTF all i>,O,j<O and somey,,yj,xi,xj,vi, vjE w\{l}. 
J II JI . . . a’mpJma = p be a word in (a, p), with i, , j, ,..., i,, j, # 0. If 
j > 0, then either b’,u = azxj or b’p = b3zxj or b’p = b2zxj, for some z E W. 
But xi # 1, since j # 0, thus ,u # 1. Similarly, if j < 0 then consideration of 
b*,u shows that 1~ # 1. If j = 0 and i # 0, then either a,u = b’z or a,u = b’z, for 
some z E W, and so ,u # 1. If i = j = 0, then either qu = axjmz or a,u = avjmz, 
for some z E W. But xi, # 1 and vjm # 1, so ,u # 1 unless m = 0. Thus every 
non-empty reduced word in (a, /I) is a non-trivial element, and so (a, /3) is a 
free group freely generated by a and /I. 
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